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BY J IM MOORE
Working Smarter

The Edit Profile Tool

Have you looked at all of your ISPF edit
profiles lately? Do you even know

how many you have? Can you determine
which one is the oldest? Which profiles have
CAPS ON or RECOVERY OFF NOWARN?

I doubt that you will be able to answer
these questions quickly because it is hard to
view the edit profiles that are available to
you. This month, I will explain a utility that
I wrote that allows ISPF users to both view
and modify their ISPF edit profiles.

ISREDIT TABLE

To keep things simple, I am going to
stick to the IBM application for ISPF. This
means you can assume that I am referring
to the ISREDIT table whenever I mention
an edit profile table.

If you use the ISPF editor under a differ-
ent application there will be a separate edit
profile table that will have different rows
and settings within it. For example, under
SDSF, the edit profile table would be
named ISFEDIT.

This fact influenced the design of my
dialog because in order for it to be useful in
any NEWAPPL, it must be accessible any-
where within ISPF (IBM and non-IBM).
Therefore, I designed it as a pop-up dialog
that can be launched from a command line.

FRUSTRATION WITH
EDIT PROFILES

Have you ever noticed the input fields
near the bottom of the ISPF Edit (Option 2)
entry panel? Figure 1 discusses the major
frustration point.

At other screens in ISPF, it is even more
difficult to provide an alternate edit profile
prior to entering an edit session. For exam-
ple, at Option 3.4, an ISPF user must issue

the DSLSET command (or use the Options
drop-down) to turn on the display of the
Edit/View Entry panel. In some cases, you
must type a slash into the Prompt column of
an enhanced member list in order to over-
ride an edit profile.

These difficulties are the reason that I
came up with the initial edit macro solution
that I wrote about last month (PROFSET). I
want something to automatically set my
edit profiles correctly. I do not like to waste
time looking at the low-level qualifiers
(LLQ) of the datasets that I am editing. Nor
am I thrilled about always manually over-
riding the edit profile, either at entry or
from within edit.

In order to have a clean, easy way to man-
age my edit profiles once they are created, I
wrote the edit profile (EPROF) utility.

THE EPROF UTILITY

The primary dialog function (CLCCEPRF)
is written in Language Environment COBOL.
It uses the standard ISPF API, LE callable ser-
vices and a few Assembler subroutines.

The approach I took was to transfer (and
translate) the rows, columns and extension
variables from the ISREDIT table into a
scrollable ISPF dynamic area. Figure 2
shows the opening screen.

The edit profile table that the editor uses
is quite old. It is a real classic. Edit profile
tables started out as fixed row and column
tables; however, over the years they have

been enhanced to include a number of
extension variables while retaining their
legacy columnar names. Extension vari-
ables are named variables that may or may
not be present for a specific row.

I do not have space to fully explain the
manner in which individual profile settings
are stored within the edit profile table. I
encourage you to download and view the
source code. It is available as File 583 on
the CBT Tape (www.cbttape.org) as well as
on the NaSPA Web site (www.naspa.com).

MORE ON THE ISREDIT TABLE

This table is shared by all edit sessions
on all logical screens where an edit session
is open. This requires that a user dialog
that opens it respect this with the SHARE
parameter of TBOPEN. This is especially
true of the EPROF dialog because it is poten-
tially going to update the edit profile table.

Further, the ISREDIT table will be a mem-
ber of the profile dataset allocated to DD
name ISPPROF. Normally, existing tables
that are opened will be members of PDS files
allocated to DD name ISPTLIB. In the case of
ISREDIT, the alternate DD name parameter
(ISPPROF) is used on the TBOPEN.

Another complexity is the fact that dif-
ferent sites may have a different number of
maximum rows as a default in ISRCONFG.
The dialog function CLCCEPRF uses
CEEGTST to acquire the dynamic area
storage so it needs to know how large of an

How are you supposed to know what Profile Name to enter? You have as many as 25 but nowhere in ISPF is there an
easy way to see them all. 

Initial Macro  . . . .
Profile Name . . . . .
Format Name  . . . . .
Data Set Password  . .

FIGURE 1: INPUT FIELDS THAT APPEAR AT THE BOTTOM OF THE ISPF EDIT ENTRY PANEL
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area to prepare. I elected to set the maxi-
mum number of rows at 100, four times the
default of 25.

A TBQUERY call is used after the table is
successfully opened to determine how many
rows are currently in the table. If there are
more than 100, a message is issued that lets
the user know that only the first 100 rows
will be shown. This should be enough for
most sites. Note that only enough storage to
hold the current number of rows is acquired.

TRANSLATING THE TABLE VALUES

Edit profile tables do not lend themselves
to a standard TBDISPL-type of display. The
various on/off settings are stored as strings
of zeros and ones, and some fields, such as
the left and right bounds, are stored as
FIXED (binary) numbers.

The values need to be translated into
more readable text. I chose to use a dynamic
area as the place to store all of the translat-
ed values. However, the underlying table is
always referenced whenever an individual
row is selected and displayed/modified.

In COBOL, I prefer to implement
dynamic areas as a large PIC X item with a
redefined OCCURS beneath them. In the
CLCCEPRF function, the dynamic areas
are placed in the Linkage Section of the
program and the CEEGTST (Get Storage)
routine is invoked to acquire heap storage
for them.

The VDEFINE’d portions of the ISPF
function pool for function CLCCEPRF are
maintained in a more traditional manner in
Working Storage. All column names in the
edit profile table are VDEFINE’d as are a
number of other variables required by the
dialog function. This includes Z variables
such as ZCMD, ZSCROLLA, ZSCROLLN,
ZVERB, and ZAPPLID as well as various
other function-specific variables.

One variable that is conspicuously absent
from the VDEFINE’d function pool is the
dynamic area itself. It is not VDEFINE’d.
Instead, it is manipulated with the VCOPY
and VREPLACE services.

LINE COMMANDS

I chose to include only two line com-
mands in EPROF: S(elect) and D(elete).
The select line command brings up a pop-up
panel where the user can change most com-
mon profile settings. See Figure 3. The
delete line command displays a “Confirm

Delete” pop-up that allows for the delete to
occur or to be cancelled.

PRIMARY COMMANDS

I will not list all the primary com-
mands. Rather, I will just state that most

have the same names as their edit equiva-
lents. For example, “STATS ON” is an
EPROF primary command.

The difference is that when issued at the
EPROF screen, the setting (on or off) is prop-
agated into all of the edit profile rows in the
table. You might find this handy on occasion.

FIGURE 3: THE POP-UP THAT DISPLAYS WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL EDIT
PROFILE ROW IS SELECTED VIA THE “S” LINE COMMAND 

The fields in red can all be modified. The other fields are intended for display only. If a setting is altered, it is immediately
updated in the underlying edit profile table and the altered row is made first (top row) in the table.

FIGURE 2: PRIMARY SCREEN OF THE EPROF UTILITY 

The settings that are important to me appear in each row. These are: Initial Macro, Recovery, Stats, Caps, Nulls,
Numbering and Highlighting.
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There is also a refresh primary com-
mand, but it is rarely needed, as the
dynamic area is continually reformatted as
changes are made.

CONCLUSION

The edit profile tables of ISPF edit are
certainly not static entities. Just recently,
they were enhanced to include all of the
color highlighting settings supported by the
HIGHLIGHT edit command. Who knows
what the future holds for these tables?

With this in mind, I took the utmost care
when updating the table and retrieving
rows. I tried to anticipate the manner in
which any future changes will be made.

When you view the code, pay particular
attention to the fields named Table-Var-Flds
and EPRFTVAR. This is how a user-writ-
ten ISPF function retrieves the names of
extension variables associated with a row.
Ever since the addition of the initial edit
macro, extension variables have been
used in edit profile tables. However, there
is no guarantee that this technique will
continue forever.  
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